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Welcome to UIC
Your College Life Begins Here...

A community of
learning at a small
liberal arts college

In a freshman
residential college system

Bringing together
Asia and the West
to study humanities,
arts, and science



Welcome to UIC
Your College Life Begins Here...

With sports, clubs, music, art,
and community service
integrated into students' lives

Reaching
for the world

Welcome to
Yonsei University
UIC combines the intimacy of
a liberal arts college
with the resources and network of
Yonsei University

Greeting Message
from the President of
Yonsei University

"Underwood International College is Yonsei's newest and
most ambitious college."

Kap-Young Jeong, Ph.D.
President
Yonsei University

onsei University celebrates its 130th

UIC is central to Yonsei's "Third Founding."

anniversary this year, while Underwood

Yonsei's “First Founding” came with the university's

International College (UIC) celebrates its 10th.

beginnings as Jejungwon (later Severance Medical

Yonsei was Korea's first modern university and has

School) and Chosun Christian College (later

established itself as “a place of learning founded on

Yonhi College) in 1885. The merger of Yonhi and

Christian principles of truth and freedom, fostering

Severance into "Yonsei" constituted the "Second

individuals who will contribute to Korea and

Founding." The addition of the Yonsei International

humankind.” In the years since its founding, Yonsei

Campus (YIC) in Incheon serves as the "Third

University has been widely acknowledged for its

Founding." At YIC, all students will experience

leadership role in globalizing Korea's universities,

the residential college education system with its

proudly serving as a gateway for international

integration of living and learning. Meanwhile,

academic exchange within East Asia and beyond.

undergraduate degree programs at YIC will be
offered through UIC with its focus on critical
thinking and its premium model of interactive,

Underwood International College is Yonsei's newest

seminar-based education.

and most ambitious college, "international college"
within Korea. UIC takes its name from Yonsei's
founding family, the Underwood missionaries,

UIC graduates have gone on to stellar careers in

and is Yonsei's elite all-English college, furthering

law, medicine, culture, business, film, finance, and

Yonsei's mission in becoming Asia's World

other fields, in both industry and academia. We

University. Underwood International College has

expect that they will serve as tomorrow's leaders,

grown from fewer than 100 students in 2005, to

both in Korea and internationally. Underwood

more than 1500 students today, including about

International College, as Yonsei's flagship college,

300 international students from 50 countries.

represents our investment in the future of university

UIC occupies a central role at the Sinchon main

education in Asia.

campus and has recently expanded into the Yonsei
International Campus in Songdo.
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Invitation from
the Dean of
Underwood International College
"	We had a dream that we could create the absolute best undergraduate
experience that was to be had in Korea, in Asia, and in the world."

Hyungji Park
Dean
Underwood
International College

etween the fall of 2004, when UIC was first

investing their life in, the first class of UIC students.

conceived, and the spring of 2006, when

In the years since, as the second, third, and

we admitted our first class of students,

subsequent classes of UIC students have entered,

UIC was but an ambitious, passionate idea here

and graduated, we have shared those dreams with

in the corridors of Yonsei University. I, and the

an ever-expanding group of believers. We have

original team of founders, had a dream that we

experienced growth pains in the process, but UIC

could create the absolutely best undergraduate

has emerged stronger and better, extending our

experience that was to be had in Korea, in Asia,

scope to include the new Yonsei International

and in the world. We had a dream that we could

Campus at Songdo. Beginning with the entering

provide a viable, indeed preferable, alternative to

class of 2012, we housed the new Asian Studies

study abroad, that we would combine the merits of

and Techno-Arts programs, and with the class of

a rigorous, challenging, Ivy-League class education,

2014, Asian Studies and Techno-Art was joined by

with the vitality and robustness of a Seoul campus

the Integrated Social Sciences Division to make up

and a Yonsei alumni network. We had a dream

the comprehensive interdisciplinary Humanities and

that we would create an international mecca

Social Sciences Field. The new Integrated Science

within Yonsei University, taking part in all the

and Engineering Division further expanded UIC’s

resources Yonsei has to offer, but also providing an

offerings.

intimate setting where students and faculty from
all backgrounds and nations would interact and

Underwood International College today spans

learn from each other. We dreamt that UIC would

two campuses, five divisions, 16 majors, about

be a place where students would be challenged

1,500 students(including about 350 international

in every one of their classes and their interactions

students from 50 countries), and 112 faculty

with peers and teachers, not just in academic skills

members. This is an astonishing realization of our

such as writing or thinking or research, but in more

dreams, and in the most meaningful ways, I belive

deeply intellectual skills of understanding why we

we have remained true to our dream.

do what we do, or in the more personal skills of
questioning oneself, of emerging out of a comfort

Welcome to Underwood International College, and

zone and seeking out new, bracing territory.

please join us as we celebrate our 10th anniversary
in making another era's worth of dreams come true!

For me personally, the months leading up to March
2006 are unforgettable because I saw that this
dream, this vision that a few people shaped, had
been understood and shared by the dozens of
students who had decided that our idea was worth
16
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UIC:
The Liberal Arts
for International
Minds

nderwood International College (UIC) is a highly selective, all-English,
four-year liberal arts institution, which combines the intimate, elite

The UIC Mission

learning environment of a liberal arts college with the faculty and
resources of Korea’s top private research university.
UIC students choose from an extensive list of classes conducted entirely in
English and taught by a distinguished group of international and Korean
scholars. With a student body drawn from around the world, UIC focuses on
ensuring that its outstanding students have the intellectual foundation to
become exceptional leaders capable of changing the world for the better.
The key to UIC is its distinctive organization. Rather than segregating
professors into separate departments, divided across disciplinary lines, UIC
encourages vibrant intellectual exchange by bringing scholars and students
from different fields together into one program.
The faculty of the Common Curriculum, which is composed of international
scholars recruited from prestigious universities throughout the world,
offers interdisciplinary courses designed to help students navigate the
complex intellectual landscape of the modern world.

The mission of UIC is to
bring together students from
a diverse range of national
and ethnic backgrounds,
providing them with a
rigorous, world-class
education that emphasizes
the following three core
values:

Creative and Critical Thinking
Independent, critical, and imaginative thinking.
Strong research, problem-solving, and communication skills

Democratic Citizenship
A dedication to public service, tolerance, civility, a respect for diversity, and
responsible engagement in the public sphere

Global Leadership
An informed and balanced understanding of international affairs.
Regional and global engagement to promote cosmopolitan values.
The capacity to build ties between Korea and the countries of East Asia and
the rest of the world.
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An Intimate
Intellectual Life
Students will interact with a core faculty of leading international scholars for
academic training and individual advice.

>>	Here, I've made many friends from many different parts of the world,
learned about their culture through our conversations, and understood
global issues from different perspectives through highly interactive class
discussions. Becoming a global citizen is no longer something that we just
talk about. UIC makes you into one. - Ng Yung Hian, UIC Class of 2011

IC offers a low student/faculty ratio, allowing its students to have close contact with its core faculty of international scholars,
distinguished faculty from within Yonsei, and eminent visiting professors from top institutions throughout the world. Small
classes encourage discussion, in-depth analysis, and the cultivation of critical thinking, as opposed to rote learning of facts.
Students have many opportunities to meet one-on-one with faculty advisors and professors, continuing classroom discussions and
receiving guidance about future careers and academic study.
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A Community of
Future Global Leaders
Students join extraordinary peers and faculty from throughout the world.

>>	In my eyes, UIC is a place full of opportunities where one can fully explore
their interests and potentials, a place where one meets great people and
learns much from them, a very international place where one can grow
into a global citizen, and a place for genuine and lasting friendships.
- Ngoc Tram Nguyen UIC, Class of 2008

IC unites students and faculty from a wide range of cultures, nations, religions, and ethnicities. As a member of this unique
community students will share not only the English language, but a passion for encountering and understanding other cultures
and nurturing the cosmopolitan values needed to become responsible global citizens. There are about 350 international
students currently enrolled at UIC, making up about 25 percent of the student body.

About 350 students from
50 countries
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The Beauty of a Liberal Arts College
Education: The UIC Common Curriculum
Students have access to rigorous academic training and a diverse range of
majors, many with an interdisciplinary focus.
This allows students to take the time to discover their true values, interests, and
strengths to become independent, critical, and creative leaders.

he UIC Common Curriculum offers courses in Critical Reasoning, Eastern and Western
Civilization, World Literature, History, Philosophy, Research Design and Quantitative
Methods, as well as writing-intensive Freshman seminars and upper-division UIC seminars.
The Common Curriculum ensures that all UIC students, whatever their chosen field of study, will
graduate with the ability to reason critically, communicate effectively, and navigate the complex
intellectual landscape of the modern world. More importantly, UIC demands that students
challenge their notions of what interests them most by studying across multiple disciplines.

FRESHMAN YEAR AT YIC

UPPER YEARS

COMMON CURRICULUM:

UIC SEMINARS:

INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSEWORK

EXTENSION OF THE COMMON CURRICULUM

The first-year Common Curriculum, drawing on

UIC seminars allow students to explore a

the best of the liberal arts tradition, seeks to

wide range of subjects outside of their major,

produce effective leaders capable of independent,

benefiting from the cutting-edge research of their

critical, and creative thinking. UIC students take

professors. Students may take courses in

small reading and writing-intensive seminars

•	Advanced

reasoning,and research methods.

topics in history, literature &

philosophy.

in literature, philosophy, history, critical

•	Creative

arts studies in writing, filmmaking, and

music.
Holistic Education : Integrated into residential

•

Career-oriented subjects in business and law.

college life, students participate in sports, arts,
and community service programs that are meant
to integrate learning within and beyond the
classroom.
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Students have the freedom to choose from a broad range of
interdisciplinary liberal arts courses and seminars at UIC.

A Selection of UIC Courses & Seminars:

Imperialism and Capitalism in Late 19th and

Modern Liberalism & Its Discontents

Early 20th Century Korea

Politics of Collaboration and Integration in Europe

Politics and Poetics of Life

Organic Chemistry

Political Philosophy of Giorgio Agamben

Nano Medical Technology

Modernity, Criminality and the Rise of the Detective

Narrative Filmmaking Workshop

Law and Business in Korea

Research Design and Quantitative Methods

Making Music : Music Theory and Composition

Periphery and Centre :

Literature and Psychoanalysis

The Making of Early Modern British and Irish History

Photography, War, and History

Korean Peninsula : Strategic Issues

Culture, Media, and the Politics of Beauty

Comparative Cultural Studies

Biblical Literature and the Ancient Near East

Law and Economics

Asia Extreme and Asian American Cultural Politics

Colloquium on Nationalism & East Asian Security

Tolkien’s Fantasy Literature

Human Rights and Humanitarianism in Global Politics

International Money and Finance

Bioinformatics

A New Context of Chinese Foreign Policy

Faculty Seminars of Modern Biological Science
and Research
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A Unique
East Asian Advantage
Students become a part of an exceptionally distinctive international community
and academic program within East Asia.
Expertise in Korean Studies

Specialized East Asian Language
Programs

If students seek to acquire a balanced understanding of Korean

The Foreign Language Program at UIC offers foreign language

society, students can pursue a minor in Korean Studies. As

courses in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. All three countries

a Korean Studies minor, students will take six courses with a

have emerged as prominent economic powers, as well as cultural

primary focus on Korea, one of which may be a Korean Studies

producers in the world market. Their contributions cut across the

course conducted in Korean.

board: from the visual arts, architecture, cinema, and literature
to new media forms such as animation and computer gaming.
By studying Asian languages at UIC, students will become
multilingual and multicultural individuals who are capable of
negotiating differences not only within the East Asian cultural
spheres, but across all traditions and continents.
The foreign language program takes full advantage of UIC’s
geo-cultural location in Seoul and Incheon through enhancing
students’ awareness of East Asian relations within a larger global
community.
• International students must meet the Korean language
requirement to graduate.
• Other UIC students may choose either Chinese or Japanese to
fulfill the language requirement.
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Majors at UIC
Under the umbrella of UIC, there are five divisions under three fields
each catering to different academic interests.

Underwood Field

Underwood Division (UD)
Underwood Division, UIC's broadest and most diverse academic program,
offers five different majors in the social sciences, humanities, and natural
sciences:
• Comparative Literature and Culture
• Economics
• International Studies
• Political Science and International Relations
• Life Science and Biotechnology
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Humanities, Arts & Social Sciences Field(HASS)

Integrated Science and Engineering Field(ISE)

Asian Studies Division (ASD)

Integrated Science and Engineering Division (ISED)

The Asian Studies Division offers a focused and comprehensive humanistic

Integrated Science and Engineering Division provides students with hands-

education in Asian culture, literature, politics, and philosophy. The aim of ASD

on, practical laboratory experience and theoretical knowledge for careers in

is to produce regional specialists with a deep understanding of the humanities

fields such as biotechnology, nanoscience, and environmental engineering. The

from an Asian perspective.

program is underscored by an interdisciplinary approach that gives students an
in-depth understanding of the way science and technology affect society today.

• Asian Studies
• Bio-Convergence
• Energy and Environmental Science and Engineering

Techno-Art Division (TAD)

• Nano Science and Engineering

The Techno-Art Division offers three different majors and the program seeks to
produce a new generation of specialists in design, management and industrial
engineering who, equipped with a rigorous foundation in the liberal arts, will
be capable of approaching product design, production, and management from
a creative and innovative perspective.
• Information & Interaction Design
• Creative Technology Management
• Culture & Design Management

Integrated Social Sciences Division (ISSD)
The Integrated Social Sciences Division provides a multidisciplinary approach to
understanding a diverse range of social science subjects such as law, finance,
science policy, and development.
• Justice and Civil Leadership
• Quantitive Risk Management
• Science, Technology, and Policy
• Sustainable Development and Cooperation
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Underwood Field

Underwood Division (UD)

Economics

Political Science & International Relations

The Economics (ECON) major aims to acquaint students with

The Political Science and International Relations (PSIR) major

the economic aspects of modern society, to familiarize them

strives to educate students in the basic theories and practices

with techniques for the analysis of contemporary economic

of politics, both domestic and international, so as to prepare

problems and to develop in them an ability to exercise judgment

them to take on leading positions in the public sector. The

in evaluating public policy. Through the diverse and challenging

curriculum focuses on teaching the conceptual tools and

The Underwood Division (UD) is the oldest division at UIC,

curriculum, the ability to write and think clearly about economic

analytical skills with which students can understand and

which combines a rigorous common curriculum emphasizing

problems and policy issues will be cultivated, using statistical

analyze political norms, institutions, processes, and behaviors

core reasoning and communication skills with more specialized

methods where appropriate students learn to apply the basic

across different political systems and in international

majors. UD students may choose from five majors covering the

tools and concepts of economic analysis. The major covers a

contexts. Courses are offered in the areas of political theory,

humanities, the social sciences, and the natural sciences.

wide spectrum of interests and offers courses in areas such

comparative politics, international relations, and Korean

as alternative economic systems, comparative institutional

politics.

analysis, econometrics, economic development and growth,

Comparative Literature and Culture

economic history, industrial organization, international trade,
labor economics, macroeconomics, microeconomics, money
and banking, financial economics and engineering, law and

The Comparative Literature and Culture (CLC) major is designed
to equip students with the principal skills for reading and

The Life Science and Biotechnology (LSBT) program of UIC

analyzing literature from a variety of cultures and historical

provides basic and advanced levels of courses comprising the

contexts. The major emphasizes the interdisciplinary networking

key concepts of diverse biological phenomena and advanced

of diverse literary and philosophical works based in several
cultures, and explores questions of cultural identity, cultural
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Life Science and Biotechnology

economics, game and contracts theory and public finance.

International Studies

technologies such as manipulation of microorganisms,
eukaryotic cells, tissues, and organs at the cellular and

hybridity, national literatures and contemporary media literacy.

Students majoring in International Studies (IS) are exposed to

molecular levels. The broad umbrella of the program also

“Literature” is not defined in the strictly traditional sense of

comprehensive and interdisciplinary perspectives on the issues

encompasses fundamental and applied research on bioprocess

novels and poetry but also encompasses diverse forms of

and problems that define our world today. The program builds

engineering, bio-analytical method developments, rational

expression such as texts of cultural theory, historical artifacts,

upon the combined strengths of diverse disciplines including

drug design, bioinformatics, information technology, applied

film, media, and the arts. The CLC major emphasizes East-West

International Relations, Economics, Law, Management,

organic chemistry as well as the development of novel

comparative studies, allowing students of diverse backgrounds

Sociology and Anthropology and employs key analytical tools

biomaterials and new functional foods. The Life Science and

to draw upon their own cultural understanding as well as make

drawn from various fields of social science. The International

Biotechnology major courses are taught by leading experts,

connections to a new field of literature.

Studies major places a strong emphasis on East Asia, and UIC’s

and students are well-trained to become productive and

unique position as an educational hub in this fast-growing

innovative research scientists and organizational members to

part of the globe provides student with the regional expertise

prepare them for leadership roles in academic and industrial

necessary to obtain global competitiveness.

fields.
35

Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences Field
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (HASS) Field encompasses all courses in the Asian Studies, TechnoArt, and Integrated Social Sciences divisions. HASS divisions and majors focus on interdisciplinary
approaches to regional studies, art, business, the social sciences, and the humanities. Students not only
specialize in their respective fields, but also learn to explore and utilize the broader perspectives and
frameworks that are a requisite in today’s workplace, whether it be in the public sector, multinational
corporations, NGOs, or academia.
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Asian Studies Division (ASD)

Techno-Art Division (TAD)

The Asian Studies Division (ASD) is a humanities-based interdisciplinary program that combines UIC’s

Techno-Art Division (TAD) was founded to pioneer new interdisciplinary undergraduate program that

signature program, the Common Curriculum, with area studies. Students majoring in Asian Studies are

brings together instruction in Design, Culture, Technology, and Management. The division’s goal is

required to fulfill the Common Curriculum courses in the first year and advance to major requirement courses

to educate global leaders who will translate creativity into innovation by conceptualizing, designing,

thereafter. Reflected in the curriculum, the Asian Studies major at UIC transcends disciplinary and national

and managing new products and services for innovative user experience and value creation based on

borders and builds on basic training in critical thinking, writing, and reading, the TWR program.

Information & Communication Technology (ICT). TAD also aims to educate students in creative leadership

The upper division major courses in the Asian Studies L-H-P series (Literature- History-Philosophy) examine

and entrepreneurship so they become experts in convergence and integration. TAD students acquire the

contacts, exchanges, and influence among China, Japan, and Korea with a concentration on historical

managerial skills that will allow them to become creative innovators in design, culture, and technology.

phenomena and theoretical concerns in the region rather than national histories.

TAD currently offers three different majors: Information and Interaction Design (IID), Creative Technology
Management, and Culture & Design Management.
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Integrated Social Sciences Division (ISSD)

Information and Interaction Design
The Information and Interaction Design (IID) major focuses on
developing effective information systems and exploring new
forms of interaction based on the principles of human-centered

The Integrated Social Sciences Division (ISSD) provides an integrated, multidisciplinary approach to

design. Synthesizing creative design approaches with relevant

understanding and applying the social sciences in contemporary society. ISSD students will explore

technology, the curriculum will help students to become effective

interactions between civil society, finance, public policy, development, and technology. The program is

communicators in various contexts as well as well-rounded

well-suited for students who wish to acquire a well-balanced, multidisciplinary perspective, which blends

problem solvers. Courses are offered through a combination of

the practical and theoretical frameworks necessary for becoming tomorrow’s leaders of society.

studio, seminar and method work in the areas of information
design, human-computer interactions, data visualization,
advertising, and game design. Graduates of this major will
pursue their careers as user interface(UI)/ user experience(UX)
designers, interaction designers, design strategists, or creative

Justice and Civil Leadership

directors in a growing number of industries driven to leverage
the power of design thinking.

Justice and Civil Leadership (JCL) major offers interdisciplinary courses with the goal of fostering
integrated and cross-disciplinary perspective ideally suited to today’s global civil society where
multidisciplinary standards and values are required for a variety of careers and activities. In order to build

Culture and Design Management

epistemological connections of philosophy, politics, economics and sociology, faculty and students at JCL

The Creative Technology Management (CTM) major aspires to

The Culture and Design Management (CDM) major aims

party politics and national interest, security and freedom of the press, conservative and liberal ideas and

be the premier course of undergraduate education for technology

to nurture global experts and entrepreneurs who can plan,

their social impact, social values and legal interpretation, legal order and entrepreneurial practice, and

management professionals. The curriculum consists of three

produce, and distribute cultural content through a convergence

leadership. In doing so, students develop critical thinking skills and creative abilities in order to find tune

major modules that bridges the IT and management disciplines.

of culture, design, technology, and management. The

opinions, manage risks, and promote group coherence.

The IT module covers the study of the effective design, analysis,

interdisciplinary curriculum of CDM prepares students with

JCL is tailor-made for students interested in attending professional schools such as international relations,

delivery, and use of information systems and communication

competitive knowledge and skills required to excel in the culture

journalism and communication, business, social work, public administration, and law. In addition, JCL

technologies. The management module establishes a foundation

industry. Graduates of CDM pursue careers as: product planners,

seeks to train prominent future philosophers, political scientists, economists, and sociologists.

in fundamental management practices, including technology

design consultants, or event managers in major culture-based

strategy, business models, entrepreneurship, and the allocation

companies; computer animators, game producers, or 3D artists

of venture capital. Lastly, the creative industry module rigorously

in IT firms, and; brand marketer, fashion merchandisers, or art

seeks to inculcate creativity in its graduates. CTM graduates

curators in the fashion or art industry. The flexible and integrated

pursue careers as global entrepreneurs, business managers,

nature of the CDM curriculum allows students to choose their

consultants, industry analysts, and policymakers in various

long-term goals as managers, designers, or entrepreneurs.

Creative Technology Management

jointly explore such issues as the public good and rational choice, distributive justice and the free market,

creative technology industries.
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Quantitative Risk Management

Sustainable Development and Cooperation

As modern financial institutions face various risks from a wide range of financial and non-financial

Sustainable Development and Cooperation (SDC) majorprovides an interdisciplinary education to students who wish to pursue

sources, measuring and managing these risks has become a vital part of business and society. Quantitative

careers and further education in fields related to international development. The program combines international and regional studies

Risk Management (QRM) major is a multidisciplinary program designed to prepare students for careers

with development and environmental studies to allow students to understand diverse experiences from the developing world. The

in financial and insurance risk management. The QRM program is founded on economics, mathematical

SDC curriculum provides a broad range of classes in both the theoretical foundations as well as the practical applications necessary

finance, actuarial science, and statistics, and offers a rich, yet mathematically rigorous, curriculum that

to solve today's global challenges. The interdisciplinary courses include Sustainable Development, Development Economics, Global

educates students to understand, measure, and manage the risks underlying financial entities. QRM

Governance, Regional Studies, Conflict Resolution, Migration Studies, International History, and a host of other related fields.

graduates will be well-prepared for careers as qualified professionals within financial institutions such as

Graduates of the program will be prepared to enter the rapidly expanding field of international development and cooperation, and

banks, reinsurance companies, asset management firms, ratings agencies, and consulting firms, as well as

find positions in academia, policy circles, the private sector as well as major international organizations such as the UNDP, the World

other private and public organizations.

Bank, IMF, UNESCO, and the Green Climate Fund.

Science, Technology, and Policy
The Science, Technology, and Policy (STP) major combines concepts and methods from the humanities
and social sciences to provide a framework through which to analyze the complex interactions between
science, technology, and society. STP is designed to empower students to frame and forecast science
and technology in the service of society. The STP program is targeted to students who seek to pursue
careers that demand interdisciplinary fluency across technological and social frameworks, enabling them
to become leaders in governments, think tanks, international agencies, universities, and NGOs, as well as
private organizations in the media, medical and biotech industries.
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Integrated Science and Engineering Field

energy and environmental program, while fostering links and partnerships between EESE and the outside

Integrated Science and Engineering Division (ISED)

Nano Science and Engineering

world to build an Asian Hub in the field of energy and environment.

The Nano Sicence and Engineering (NSE) major has the ultimate goal of providing a highly competitive
curriculum in the nano-related field for top-ranking domestic and foreign students. The program is based
The Integrated Science and Engineering Division (ISED) is for students who seek to pursue careers in the

on an interdisciplinary curriculum that covers basic science, applied principles, and nano-applications.

natural sciences and engineering, and for those who also wish to gain an interdisciplinary perspective on

Experiment-oriented courses making use of cutting edge facilities are intensively promoted to cultivate

their chosen specialization that is not available in a typical natural science program. ISED students gain a

fundamental research and problem-solving skills. Students will be well-prepared for careers in various

thorough understanding of subjects such as biotechnology, environmental engineering, and nanoscience

nano-related fields such as semiconductors, displays, nanomaterials, photonics, bio-electronics, and

by rigorously studying theory and application in both the classroom and through hands-on experience in

nano-electronics. Students who wish to pursue innovative and creative solutions are best-suited for this

the laboratory. At the same time, students gain a solid understanding of the ways in which science and

program. Education in this program will lead students to the forefront of global nano-frontiers.

technology affect society, politics, and the economy.

Bio-Convergence
The Bio-Convergence (BC) major offers students the opportunity to study and contribute to the
biotechnological breakthroughs that are revolutionizing the world. The program is conducted in an
interdisciplinary environment that centers upon coursework—in fields such as biological science,
biotechnology, and pharmaceutical science—that provides students with plentiful opportunities for
conducting laboratory work and understanding new technologies, while also featuring courses that deal
with the interaction between society and science (science policy, regulatory affairs, and so on).
The Bio-Convergence program is ideal for open-minded students who wish to become global leaders in
the pharmaceutical, biotech, cosmetics, and healthcare industries.

Energy and Environmental Science and Engineering
The goal of the Energy and Environmental Science and Engineering (EESE) program is to bring to light
global issues surrounding energy, global warming, and water to meet the needs of the future and to build
a bridge to that future through today's energy and environmental systems. In this program, students will
be educated about today's energy and environmental systems and be able to create tomorrow's global
energy and environmental marketplaces by building knowledge on topics such as clean fossil fuels, energy
efficiency, green house gas reduction, waste recycling, renewable energy, and water technology, with
an emphasis on economically-attractive development. The EESE curriculum seeks to bring up the next
generation of researchers and policymakers and to promote leadership in a comprehensive interdisciplinary
44
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THE YONSEI
ADVANTAGE

Be a part of Yonsei's 130
years of proud history and
UIC's legacy to revive the
pioneering leadership of
Horace Underwood, the
founder of Yonsei University.

Dr. H. G. Underwood
The Founder of Yonhi

IC students have full access to the rich

With its long commitment to international

resources of Yonsei University, a world-

education and its worldwide network of partner

class research institution and one of the best

universities, Yonsei University continues to set the

private universities in East Asia.

pace for globalization in Korea.

The oldest private university in Korea, Yonsei

Yonsei University provides excellent opportunities

University was first established in 1885 by

for international students who wish to increase

Christian missionaries. Yonsei’s mission is to

their global awareness. English-based degree

educate leaders who will contribute to humanity

programs include the Underwood International

in the spirit of “truth and freedom.” The 300,000

College, the Graduate School of International

Yonsei alumni who take this calling to heart can be

Studies, and the Global MBA.

found manifesting this proud spirit from leadership
positions around the world.

However, Yonsei is not just about studying! Its
spacious, hilly, and forrested campus, recently

Yonsei’s main campus is situated in a spacious,

named “one of the most beautiful campuses in

picturesque, and natural setting located minutes

the world” by CNN’s Eye on South Korea, provides

away from the economic, political, and cultural

a wonderful space for students to relax and

centers of Seoul’s cosmopolitan downtown.

socialize. And schoolwide festivals like the Yon-

Yonsei has 4,750 eminent faculty members who

Ko games and Akaraka bring together Korean and

are conducting cutting-edge research across

international students in a celebration of Yonsei

all academic disciplines. There are 21 graduate

spirit.

schools, 23 colleges, and 146 subsidiary institutions
hosting a selective pool of students from around
the world.

# 1 in per capita research funding in 2011*
*Korea Ministry of Education, Science and Technology’s Peport on Research Publications
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All at the Crossroads
of East Asia
Students experience Seoul, an international hub
for business, culture, and academics,
with a population of 11 million.

KOREA

SEOUL

South Korea is located on the Korean

Underwood International College is located in the

peninsula in Northeast Asia, with China

Sinchon and Yonsei International Campus (YIC) of

and Russia to the north and Japan to the

Yonsei University. Seoul is the political, economic,

southeast across the East Sea. Korea has

and cultural capital of South Korea, and one of the

changed dramatically since the middle of the

most vibrant metropolises in East Asia. Nestled

twentieth century, and the last 50 years have

within a beautiful mountainous landscape, and

witnessed extraordinarily rapid economic

divided by the gently-flowing Han River, Seoul

growth and industrialization, transforming

offers an eclectic blend of old and new, with

it from a largely agrarian society into one of

traditional Hanok houses harmoniously blending

the world’s leading export-driven economies.

into stunning modern architecture. Students

In the last ten years, a “Korean wave” of

at UIC soon discover that the city of Seoul is

music, film, television dramas, and media

an endlessly fascinating classroom. While the

technologies has swept through East Asia and

museums, palaces, and temples exhibit the city’s

the rest of the world. Yet Korea also remains

remarkable past, its inviting festivals, concerts and

in many ways a very traditional society,

street life provide an intriguing glimpse into history

oriented around family-based Confucian

in the making. Within walking distance of four

ideals. Studying in Korea thus provides an

universities, Sinchon is the center of student life in

exciting opportunity to engage with the

Seoul and offers a wide range of cafes, affordable

dynamic cultures, economics, and politics of

restaurants, book stores, independent theaters,

the East Asian region.

B-boy clubs, shopping, and nightlife.

INCHEON
Yonsei University's International Campus (YIC) is located in Songdo, Incheon. Incheon, modern Korea’s
gateway to the world and a global center of international trade and business, is a dynamic city that has
served and continues to serve as Korea’s beating heart of modernization and industrialization. Home
to Yonsei University, the Incheon Free Economic Zone in Songdo, and Incheon International Airport,
Korea’s third most populous city carries on its historical role as Seoul’s port and as the hub of Northeast
Asia. Incheon has been inhabited since 475 AD and bore witness to some of the most defining moments
in Korea’s history, including the city’s prominence as the site of Korea’s opening to the world. One of
the founders of Yonsei University, Horace Grant Underwood - after whom UIC was named - made
his landmark arrival through the port of Incheon. Today, Incheon is committed to redeveloping into a
cosmopolitan, world-class city, leading the way in education, eco-friendly development, urban splendor,
and natural beauty. Vibrant YIC and Incheon, located about an hour from Seoul, stand primed to be the
crossroads of Asia.
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About DFK
Design Factory Korea (DFK) is an educational institution housed at the Yonsei University’s International
Campus in Incheon, South Korea. It is part of the Design Factory Global Network (DFGN) – an innovative
and interdisciplinary program that was first established by Aalto University in Finland. Design Factory is
currently established in 5 countries(Finland, Australia, Switzerland, Chile and China)and DFK joins the
network as the sixth member. DFGN holds regular meetings to share educational values and to discuss
and research educational methods in engineering and design for the new era.

One of the most distinguishing features of the Design Factory (DF) is its innovative educational
philosophy. It actively provides solutions to the practical problems that companies and societies face
today through collaboration and exchange of ideas among students from diverse backgrounds. To provide
the optimal educational environment, DF is sustained by both material and immaterial support: studentinitiated projects, corporate-given challenges and sponsorships, tools for prototyping, collaborative
projects with other DF teams, and guidance from administrative staff and faculty advisors.
The DFK team consists of Yonsei University students, staff and faculty, corporations and the extensive
global network. With the facilities and resources available at Yonsei International Campus and the
innovative curriculum offered at Underwood International College, DFK is expected to continuously
produce creative ideas and ultimately provide new model of education for the future.
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Study Globally
As part of the UIC program, students can either participate in Yonsei University's
extensive exchange programs with more than 670 partner institutions in 69
countries or UIC's exclusive and innovative exchange programs.

IC is committed not only to providing the highest-quality

UIC-Exclusive Exchange Programs

English-only liberal arts education available in East Asia,
but also to ensuring that a significant number of its

UIC has exclusive exchange/visiting/study abroad programs with:

students venture beyond Korea in order to further broaden their
intellectual and cultural horizons.
Students are encouraged to study abroad during their junior or
senior year.

1. University of Geneva, Switzerland
2. Waseda University-School of International Liberal Studies, Japan
3. Dartmouth College, US
4. UC Berkeley-Department of Economics, US

UIC students can participate in Yonsei University's extensive

5. Barnard College, US

exchange programs with over 670 partner institutions in 69

6. The University of Hong Kong-Faculty of Arts, China

countries.*

7. University College Utrecht, Netherlands
8. Leiden University College The Hague, Netherlands
9. Jacobs University Bremen, Germany

There is also the Three-Campus Comparative East Asian Studies

This exchange program hosts students for one semester in

Program (Three-Campus Program), a unique UIC-exclusive

each of the three campuses, helping them to understand the

exchange program, held on the campuses of Yonsei University,

society and culture of each country and to cultivate a network of

Keio University, and The University of Hong Kong.

connections in Korea, Japan, and China.
The Three-Campus Program brings the future leaders of East
Asia together to share a remarkable academic experience and
make friendships that will last a lifetime.

*Find more information about Yonsei-wide Exchange programs at
http://oia.yonsei.ac.kr, http://3-campus.yonsei.ac.kr
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Career Programs

>> "UIC is the bridge that brings students to a successful future."

Students receive expert help in finding jobs and internships through
the UIC Career Development Center, faculty advisors, and academic advisors.

Career Development Center

-Vionna Wiyaja UIC, Class of 2012

UIC places great importance on career development. Faculty advisors at the UIC Career Development Center assist students in
pursuing their professional ambitions, ensuring that UIC graduates are uniquely positioned to take advantage of an increasingly
global job market and gain admissions to top international graduate and professional programs.

YIC Career Development Center
International campus has a separate career development center for UIC students in Songdo. The career development center in the

FIND

international campus is the first step for careers information and to support UIC students to prepare for your future career while you

CAREER
PROGRAMS

What
you care deeply about.

are in the campus. YIC career development center provides excellent programs of workshops and special lectures.

What
you do well.
Where
you want to do it.

GLOBAL
CAREER
TOUR

CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

CAREER
COUNSELING

CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

is possible...
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UIC CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
INTERNSHIPS

UIC students who are interested in law-related
careers or advanced studies at a graduate level meet
regularly to explore these career paths and discuss
options with the guidance of faculty, academic
advisors, and experts.

The Career Lecture Series is held throughout the
semester, with faculty experts and professionals from
various fields leading career-oriented lectures and
workshops on a broad range of topics.

What

So that you can do
what you love.

Pre-Professional Interest Groups

Career Lecture Series & Workshops

Career Development Center Internships
Career Development Center internships provide
opportunities for UIC students to gain valuable
work experience before beginning their careers. The
UIC Office helps to connect students to the various
organizations in need of interns.

Career Counseling
Career counseling for individual UIC students is
provided by UIC faculty, academic advisors, and staff
members. The Career Development Center holds
regular office hours to provide pertinent information
about applying for jobs, professional programs,
and graduate schools. Practical advice on preparing
application materials, such as resumes and cover
letters, is also available.
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Global
Career Tours
Global Career Tours provide students the opportunity to gain exposure to professional networks and expand
their knowledge about various career fields. By visiting companies and talking directly to corporate recruiters
and professionals from a diverse range of industries, students are able to enhance their understanding of the
international job market and receive guidance in planning their future careers.

>> "	The Global Career Tour granted me with networking opportunities with
upperclassmen, life lessons and insights that I would not have obtained
otherwise."
- Haeun Theodora Yu, Participant of the 2015 Global Career Tour to New York City

Global Career Tours

London
Tokyo
Hong Kong

New York
01_ Tokyo and Hong Kong _ 2008.02.26 Tue - 2008.03.01 Sat
• Tokyo: Nippon Foundation, Uniqlo, Deutsch Bank, Shinsei Bank
•	Hong Kong: Wall Street Journal Asia, Merck, JP Morgan, Bank of America, Davis Polk,
Cable News Network (CNN), Macao Studio City
02_ New York _ 2008.09.02 Tue - 2008.09.06 Sat
• UN Headquarters, Columbia University, Heidrick & Struggles, UNDP, ROK Mission to the UN,
Morgan Stanley/Tiger Fund, Wall Street Journal, McKinsey & Company, Asia Society,
Museum of American Finance, Guggenheim Museum, Goldman Sachs
03_ London _ 2009.02.24 Tue - 2009.03.01 Sun
• International Financial Services London, The Prudential Insurance Company,
Standard Chartered Bank, McKinsey & Company, The London Stock Exchange,
UK Government Department, City of London Corporation,
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation

Singapore
06_ Singapore _ 2011.08.22 Mon - 2011.08.27 Sat
McKinsey & Company, Rajah & Tann LLP, MTV, P&G, NUS Business School,
NUS Law School

• UBS,

07_ Hong Kong _ 2012.07.09 Mon - 2012.07.13 Fri
• Deutsch Bank, Bloomberg, Citi Group, Samsung Securities Hong Kong, BlackRock Asset
Management, Mirae Asset Global Investments Hong Kong Ltd., NUS Law School
08_ London _ 2013.08.18 Sun - 2013.08.24 Sat
Morgan, CBRE, Standard Chartered, King's College London, BBC, Financial Times

• JP

04_ Hong Kong _ 2010.02.22 Mon - 2010.02.26 Fri
• Cable News Network (CNN), Nomura Securities, Clifford Chase, Ardon Capital, Credit Suisse

09_ Singapore _ 2014.02.02 Sun - 2014.02.07 Fri
Lee Kwan Yew School, NUS Law School, Rajah & Tann LLP, UBS, Facebook, P&G

•

05_ New York _ 2010.08.09 Mon - 2010.08.14 Sat
Broadcasting Company, International Netherlands Group, United Nations: Korea
Representative Office, United Nations: Executive Office of the Secretary-General, JP Morgan,
Fordham Law School Admissions Office, White & Case LLP (International Law Firm)

• American

10_ New York _ 2015.01.05Mon -2015.01.10Sat
Sachs, 400 Capital (hedge fund), Sotherby's, Google's NYC offices, the Permanent
Mission of the ROK to the UN, the United Nations

• Goldman
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The Freshman Residential College
at YIC
As Yonsei freshmen, UIC students will reside in the newly-built Yonsei
International Campus (YIC) in their first year. Students will live with
professors in residential houses and participate in holistic education programs
that provide opportunities in arts, sports, and community service beyond the
classroom.

onsei International Campus (YIC) at Songdo is Korea’s

While school pride is certainly multiplied by the brick-and-

most state-of-the-art college campus. Its award-

mortar benefits enjoyed by students, the spirit of a school arises

winning facilities include residential colleges, labs and

less from the spaciousness of its classrooms or the opulence of

classrooms equipped with the latest technology, a branch of

its dining hall than from the closeness of its community. In the

Yonsei's main library, and excellent athletic and recreational

case of UIC, that community is remarkably tight-knit. Students

facilities. The city of Songdo, one of the most ambitious and

take classes from the same professors in the same buildings.

expensive developments ever undertaken, was constructed in

They eat meals in a communal dining hall and workout in a

accordance with the principles of environmental sustainability

shared gym. Rather than dispersing into the general campus

and integration of technology into everyday life. It includes

population, Songdo-based UIC students do not experience the

commercial, residential, recreational, and cultural facilities within

usual estrangement of a large university. Instead of being one

a compact area. The restaurants, cafes, and shops in downtown

among many, UIC students at Songdo spend time with their

Songdo, reachable within minutes by bicycle or campus shuttle

classmates and professors on a one-to-one basis. For Korean

bus, cater to both local and international tastes alike.

students, Songdo offers an opportunity to live in and interact
with a diverse community of English speakers; for international
students, Songdo ensures a close and supportive family of peers
and professors. This closeness is essential to the UIC experience.
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UIC Campus Life
at Sinchon
Students also study at Yonsei's main campus situated in a spacious,
picturesque, and natural setting with more than 100 student facilities
located minutes away from the economic, political, and cultural centers of
Seoul's cosmopolitan downtown.
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ocated in the center of one of the world’s most vibrant

A short walk from three other major universities —Ewha

capital cities, Yonsei's stately campus embodies a happy

Womans, Sogang, and Hongik—Yonsei's Sinchon campus

mixture of tradition and progress. While the ivy-clad, neo-

is surrounded by one of the world's most vibrant college

gothic buildings in the central quad speak to Yonsei's long and

communities. This historic center of Korean student life features:

proud history, the campus also boasts modern facilities to meet

restaurants offering a wide variety of cuisine; quiet and charming

the needs of a global research university. These include the

cafés; plentiful bars, karaoke parlors, commercial and art-house

stunning Samsung Library, equipped with the latest in smart

cinemas; fashion boutiques; and a major department store.

technologies, a brand-new gym, an international dining hall, a

Yet, while the Sinchon campus accommodates over 40,000

1000-person amphitheater, and Korea’s preeminent hospital, the

undergraduates and graduate students, it remains a safe and

Severance Hospital.

peaceful sanctuary in the midst of one of Asia's most dynamic
cities.
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The UIC Experience
Students build a close-knit community at UIC.
Make lasting friends.
Explore new adventures together.

>>"	UIC is unique. You will see a wide range of diversity among students.
To have the opportunity to enroll as a student here is priceless."
-Yoan Putri Hartono, UIC Class of 2010

UIC Student Clubs

Student Festivals

UIC sponsors a number of student clubs to give students

Yonsei actively supports student extracurricular activities. Some

opportunities to gather and engage in activities outside the

of the most important campus-wide activities include the Muak

classroom. Student club activities are a great way to make friends

festival in the spring and the annual Yon-Ko Games festival in

and take part in the rich student life that is a major part of the

the fall. All of the clubs on campus provide programs and events

UIC experience. All student club presidents are members of the

to showcase the university’s thriving student culture.

Student Club Union, a governing body of student clubs.

· CATS · Emmaus · Haze

Yonsei-Korea Friendship Sports Festival

· Nodaji

Every year, Yonsei University and Korea University co-host a

· Prism X · The UIC Scribe · U2

series of sports matches called the “Yon-Ko Games” intended

· Underwood Global Community (UGC)

to promote university spirit and build fraternity between the

· Underwood Law Society (ULS)

schools. The first Yon-Ko Games festival was held in December

· Underwood Vision Ensemble (UVE)

· VOIS

· Yonsei Translators and Interpreters (YT&I)

1929 between Yonhi College and Boseong College - now
known as Yonsei University and Korea University respectively.
The purpose of this match was to nurture friendship among
the students. Over time, the schools changed the events held

UIC Student Ambassadors

and sports played, but the spirit has remained the same. In
November 1956, the series was renamed the Yonsei-Korea

UIC Student Ambassadors is a student organization that seeks

Friendship Sports Festival, abbreviated as Yon-Ko Games, taking

to promote Underwood International College in other countries

the first syllables of both schools’ names. Whether the sport is

around the world. This officially supported group undertakes

baseball, basketball, ice hockey, rugby, or soccer, each match is

various PR projects to increase publicity and awareness of UIC

sure to provide a passionate display of school pride by players

to students, parents, counselors, and high schools all over the

and fans alike!

world.

The Essence of University

Artist-In-Residence
The Artist-in-Residence program is intended to support the

Around the second week of May, the “Fete of Solidarity” takes

creative endeavors of Techno-Art-Division students as well

place. The university’s student union, the clubs union, and the

as general UIC students. Through the program, students can

student unions of each college prepare cultural programs such

appreciate the artists' work on display, attend their lectures

as rock concerts, movie festivals, exhibitions, performances, and

and workshops. By interacting with the artist in various ways,

sports competitions.

students can heighten their artistic awareness and experience
the current art and design scene.
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Housing
Yonsei International Campus' Songdo Dormitory for Freshmen
& Upper-Class Students

Muak Dormitory at Sinchon Upper-Class Students
Muak Dormitory consists of four paired buildings and accommodates approximately 2,000 people in double rooms. It is located

The Songdo Dormitory at the Yonsei International Campus is in Songdo,

near the north gate of the campus. Dorms 1 and 2 house about 1,000 undergraduate and graduate students. Dorm 4 B is assigned

Incheon, within the Incheon Free Economic Zone. The Residence Hall consists

to international faculty and instructors.

of three buildings with a capacity of 2,100 people. Newly completed in 2010,
this housing complex is equipped with high-tech facilities. For first year

Housing Application : The application form is available on the housing website (http://web.yonsei.ac.kr/housing/index.htm). During

students living at the International Campus, the residential college system

the designated period, applicants must fill out the form and send the printed application along with the required documents to the

provides community-based academic learning and social activities. UIC

dormitory office. Successful applicants will be announced on the dormitory website, followed by instructions regarding payment

students live in the Aristotle and Allen House, both of which are supervised

methods and moving-in dates.

by UIC faculty as Residential Heads. The Residence Hall is comprised of triple
rooms.

*Please refer to the UIC homepage for housing fees and payment details.

Housing Application : UIC freshman students will be contacted for necessary
paperwork, such as an application and health forms, upon matriculation at
UIC.

International House & SK Global House
at Sinchon for Upper-Class Students
Yonsei University’s international student house, the International House
(Kukje Haksa), which includes the SK Global House has all the equipment and
facilities required in this age of information, technology, and globalization. A
mixture of Korean and non- Korean students live in the dormitory, providing
an international atmosphere where the primary language is English.
Housing Application : The application form is available on the housing
website (http://ih.yonsei.ac.kr). After being admitted to the program,
students will receive a tour admission number. With their admission number,
students can complete the International House online application and submit
all required documents to the international dormitory office.
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UIC Faculty

Hyungji Park

Michael Kim

Yong Soo Cho

Gyoonhee Han

Dean

Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, Director
of Asian Studies Division, Director of TechnoArt Division, and Director of Integrated Social
Sciences Division

Associate Dean of Planning

Director of ISED

• Professor of English Literature,
Department of English
Language and Literature
• Ph.D in English, Princeton
University
• M.A. in English, Princeton
University
• B.A. in English and American
Literature, Harvard University

• Associate Professor of Korean
Studies, Graduate School of
International Studies
• Ph.D. in East Asian Languages
and Civilization, Harvard
University
• A.M. in Regional Studies East
Asia, Harvard University
• A.B. in History with Honors and
Magna Cum Laude, Dartmouth
College

• Professor, Department
of Materials Science and
Engineering
• Ph.D. in Ceramics, Alfred
University
• M.S. in Ceramic Engineering,
Yonsei University
• B.S. in Ceramic Engineering,
Yonsei University

•	Professor, Department of
Biotechnology
•	Ph.D. in Chemistry,
Pennsylvania State University
•	M.S. in Medical Chemistry,
Seoul National University
•	B.S. in Pharmacy, Seoul National
University

UIC Faculty
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UIC
Faculty
UIC Faculty

Michaelakis Michael

Hye-Joon Yoon

Hong Won Suh

Tae Yoon Sung

John Delury

Yu Syup Shin

Wang Shick Ryu

Soojin Jun

Chair of Common Curriculum

Director of Underwood Division

Chair of Comparative Literature and Culture

Chair of Economics

Chair of International Studies

Chair of Political Science and International
Relations

Chair of Life Science and Biotechnology

Chair of Information & Interaction Design

• Associate Professor of History
and Philosophy of Science
• Ph.D. in Philosophy, Cambridge
University
• M.Phil. in History and
Philosophy of Science,
Cambridge University
• M.Res. in Mathematical Biology,
University College London
• M.Sc. in Cognitive Science,
Edinburgh University
• B.Sc. in Mathematics, Imperial
College

•	Professor of Early Modern
and 19c English Literature,
Department of English
Language and Literature
•	Ph.D. in English Literature,
SUNY Buffalo
•	M.A. in English Literature, Seoul
National University
•	B.A. in English (French minor),
Hankuk University of Foreign
Studies

• Professor of English Language
and Literature
• Ph.D. in English Language and
Literature, University of Notre
Dame
• M.A. in English Language and
Literature, Yonsei University
• B.A. in English Language and
Literature, Yonsei University

• Professor of Economics
• Ph.D. in Economics, Harvard
University
• M.A. in Economics, Yonsei
University
• B.A. in Economics, Yonsei
University

• Associate Professor of East
Asian Studies, Graduate School
of International Studies
• Ph.D. in History, Yale University
• M.A. in History, Yale University
• B.A. in History, Yale University

• Associate Professor of Political
Science and International
Studies
• Ph.D. in Political Science,
University of Georgia
• M.A. in Political Science,
University of Georgia
• B.A. in Political Science and
International Studies, Yonsei
University

• Professor of Biochemistry,
Department of Biochemistry,
Yonsei University
•	Ph.D. in Molecular Virology,
University of WisconsinMadison
•	Post-doctorate, Fox Chase
Cancer Center

• Assistant Professor of
Communication Design,
Graduate School of
Communication and Arts,
Yonsei University
• Ph.D. in Design, Carnegie
Mellon University
• M.A. in interaction Design,
Carnegie Mellon University
• B.F.A. in Visual Communication
Design Major, College of Fine
Arts, Seoul National University
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UIC Faculty

Junghoon Lee

Sangwon Lee

Yong-Sung Jonathan Kang

Hyunjoong Kim

Sam Yeol Lee

Donghun Kim

Hyun Jae Kim

Jong Hak Kim

Chair of Creative Technology Management

Chair of Culture & Design Management

Chair of Justice and Civil Leadership

Chair of Quantitative Risk Management

Chair of Science, Technology, and Policy

Chair of Sustainable Development and
Cooperation

Chair of Nano Science and Engineering

Chair of Energy and Environmental Science and
Engineering

• Associate Professor of
Technology and Innovation
Management, Graduate School
of Information
• Ph.D. in Manufacturing
Engineering and Management,
Cambridge University
• M.Sc. in Analysis, Design and
Management of Information
Systems, London School of
Economics, University of
London
• B.Eng. in Electronic Engineering,
University of Manchester

• Associate Professor of
Integrated Design, Human
Environment and Design,
College of Human Ecology
• Ph.D. in Computer Science,
Northewestern University
• M.S. in Computational Design,
Carnegie Mellon University
• B.S. in Architecture, Seoul
National University

• Associate Professor of Law,
Yonsei Law School
• J.D., magna cum laude, Harvard
Law School
• B.A., First Class Honors,
University of Oxford, Jesus
College (Philosophy, Politics,
Economics)

• Professor of Applied Statistics,
Department of Applied Statistics
• Ph.D. in Statistics, University of
Wisconsin - Madison
• M.A. in Applied Statistics,
Yonsei University
• B.A. in Applied Statistics, Yonsei
University

• Associate Professor of Public
Administration
• Ph.D. in Public Policy and
Management, Carnegie Mellon
University
• M.A. in Public Affairs, LBJ
School of Public Affairs,
University of Texas at Austin
• M.A. in Public Policy, Graduate
Institute of Peace Studies,
Kyunghee University
• B.A. in Public Administration,
Yonsei University

• Professor of Economics,
Graduate School of International
Studies
• Ph.D. in Economics, Cornell
University
• M.A. in Economics, Yonsei
University
• B.A. in Economics, Yonsei
University

• Professor of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering
• Ph.D. in Columbia University,
New York, USA
• M.S. in Columbia University,
New York, USA
• B.S. in YonseiUniverity

• Professor, Department of
Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering
• Post-doctorate, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
• Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering,
Yonsei University/KIST
• M.S. in Chemical Engineering,
Yonsei University
• B.S. in Chemical Engineering,
Yonsei University
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UIC Faculty

Jinwon Cho
Chair of Bio Convergence

• Professor, Department of
Biology
• Ph.D. in University of California,
Davis
• M.S. in Yonsei University
• B.S. in Yonsei University
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Chad Denton

Jesse Sloane

Jongryn Mo

Mun Young Cho

Chair of UIC Advisory System

Director of UIC Career Development Center

Associate Director of UIC Career Development
Center

Chair of 3 Campus Program

Chair of Asian Studies

•	Assistant Professor of
Comparative Literature
•	Ph.D. in Literature, University
California, Santa Cruz
•	M.A. in Literature, University of
California, Santa Cruz
•	B.A. in Liberal Arts, St. John’s
College

• Associate Professor of European
History
• Ph.D. in History, University of
California, Berkeley
• M.A. in History, University of
California, Berkeley
• A.B. in History and Literature,
Harvard University

• Assistant Professor of History
• Ph.D. in East Asian Studies,
Princeton University
• M.A. in East Asian Studies,
Princeton University
• B.A. in Philosophy, Princeton
University

•Professor of International
Political Economy
•Ph.D. Political Economics.,
Graduate School of Business,
Stanford University
•M.A. Social Science, California
Institute of Technology,
•B.A. Economics, Cornell
University

• Assistant Professor of Cultural
Anthropology
• Ph.D. in Anthropology, Stanford
University
• M.A. in Anthropology, Seoul
National University
• B.A. in Communication, Seoul
National University

H. Christian Blood

Anthony Adler

S. Carroll Brooks III

• Associate Professor of German
and Comparative Literature
• Ph.D. in German Literature and
Critical Thought, Northwestern
University
• Fulbright Fellow, Philosophy,
Albert-Ludwigs Universitat,
Freiburg, Germany
• A.B. in Religious Studies,
Princeton University

• Associate Professor of
Biochemistry, College of Life
Science and Biotechnology
• Ph.D. in Environmental
Toxicology, Cornell University
• B.A. in Chemistry, Wayne State
University
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UIC Faculty

Ben Burgis

Manuel Valencia Cabrera Jr.

Colin R. Caret

Jong Kun Choi

Henry H. Em

John M. Frankl

Timothy J. Fuller

Loren Goodman

• Assistant Professor of
Philosophy
• Ph.D. in Philosophy, University
of Connecticut
• M.A. in Philosophy, University
of Connecticut
• B.A. in Philosophy, University of
Connecticut

• Associate Professor of Political
Science and International
Relations, Department of
Political Science & International
Studies at the College of Social
Science
• Ph.D. in Political Science, Ohio
State University
• M.A. in Political Science, Yonsei
University
• B.A. in Political Science,
University of Rochester

•Associate Professor of Korean
History, Asian Studies Division
•1995-2012: Assistant Professor
at UCLA and University of
Michigan, Fulbright Senior
Scholar to Korea, Visiting
Professor at École des Hautes
Études en Sciences Sociales
and Korea University, Associate
Professor at NYU.
•Ph.D. in History, University of
Chicago
•M.A. in East Asian Studies,
University of Chicago
•B.A. in East Asian Studies,
University of Chicago

•	Associate Professor of East
Asian Literature
•	Postdoctoral Fellow, U.C.
Berkeley, Center for Korean
Studies
•	Ph.D. in East Asian Language
and Civilizations, Harvard
University
•	A.M. in Regional Studies: East
Asia, Harvard University
•	M.A. in Korean Language and
Literature, Yonsei University
•	B.A. in East Asian Languages,
University of California, Berkeley

•	Assistant Professor of
Philosophy
• Ph.D. in Philosophy, The Ohio
State University
• M.A. in Philosophy, The Ohio
State University
• B.A. in Philosophy, Cornell
University

• Associate Professor of Creative
Writing and English Literature
• Ph.D. in English Literature,
SUNY Buffalo
• Ph.D. in Sociology, Kobe
University
• M.A. in English Literature,
SUNY Buffalo
• M.F.A. in Creative Writing,
University of Arizona
• A.B. in Philosophy, Columbia
University

Residential Master, Aristotle International House,
YIC

• Assistant Professor of
Philosophy
• Ph.D. in Philosophy, University
of Miami
• M.F.A. in Creative Writing,
University of Southern Maine
• M.A. in Philosophy, Western
Michigan University
• B.A. in History and Philosophy,
Aquinas College
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•Assistant Professor of Philosophy
• Ph.D. in Philosophy, UCLA
• C. Phil. in Philosophy, UCLA
• M.A. in Philosophy, UCLA
• B.A. in English Literature and
Philosophy, UCLA
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UIC Faculty

Seunghei Clara Hong

Jen Hui Bon Hoa

Joseph W. Hwang

Howard Kahm

Yong Jin Kim

Astrid Lac

Helen J.S. Lee

Krys Lee

•Assistant Professor of Asian/		
Comparative Literature
•	Ph.D. in Comparative
Literature, University of
Michigan
•B.A. in English, Cornell 		
University

• Assistant Professor of
Comparative Literature
• Ph.D. in Comparative Literature,
Harvard University
• A.M. in Comparative Literature,
Harvard University
• B.A. in Comparative Literature
and Literary Theory, University
of Pennsylvania

• Assistant Professor of
Philosophy
• Ph.D. in Philosophy, University
of California, Los Angeles
• M.A. in Philosophy, University
of California, Los Angeles
• B.A. in Philosophy, California
State University, Fullerton
• B.A. in Psychology & Social
Behavior and Criminology,
Law & Society, University of
California, Irvine

• Assistant Professor of Research
Methods
• Ph.D. in Asian Languages and
Cultures, University of California
Los Angeles
• M.A. in East Asian Languages
and Cultures, University of
California Los Angeles
• B.A. in History and East Asian
Studies, Williams College

• Assistant Professor of
Economics, College of Business
and Economics
• Ph.D. in Economics, London
School of Economics
• M.Sc. in Economics, London
School of Economics
• B.A. in Hons in Economics,
Trinity College, University of
Cambridge

• Assistant Professor of East Asian
Literature
• Ph.D. in East Asian Studies,
Princeton university
• M.A. in Asian Languages
and Literatures, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst
• B.A. in English Language and
Literature, Catholic University of
Korea

• Associate Professor of Modern
Japanese Literature and
Postcolonial Studies
• Ph.D. in Modern Japanese
Literature, University of
California, Irvine
• M.A. in Asian Studies, Cornell
University
• B.A. in Japanese, Washington
University, St. Louis

• Assistant Professor of English
Literature
• M.F.A. in Creative Writing,
Warren Wilson College
• M.A. in English Literature,
University of York
• B.A. in English Literature, UCLA
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UIC Faculty

Matthias Maass

Rennie Moon

Nikolaj Jang Lee Linding
Pedersen

Aljosa Puzar

Michael L. Ratnapalan

Tomoko Seto

Jon Soderholm

Paul D. Tonks

• Associate Professor of
International Studies, Graduate
School of International Studies
• Visiting Fellow, National
University of Singapore
• Ph.D. in International Relations,
The Fletcher School, Tufts
University
• M.A. Free University Berlin,
Germany
• M.A. Monash University,
Australia

• Assistant Professor of Research
Methods
• Ph.D. in International
Comparative Education,
Stanford University (PhD Minor:
Sociology, Stanford University)
• M.A. in International
Comparative Education,
Stanford University
• B.A. in French, Wellesley
College

• Associate Professor of
Philosophy
• Associate Fellow, Northern
Institute of Philosophy
• Senior Research Fellow, Social
Epistemology Research Group,
University of Copenhagen
• Carlsberg Foundation Research
Fellow, Department of
Philosophy, UCLA
• Ph.D. in Philosophy, Arché
Research Centre, University of
St. Andrews
• Cand.mag. in Philosophy,
University of Copenhagen
• M.Litt. in Philosophy, University
of St. Andrews
• B.A. in Philosophy, University of
Copenhagen

• Assistant Professor of
Comparative Literature and
Cultural Studies
• Ph.D. in Literary Theory,
University of Rijeka
• (Merged with Ph.D)
Comparative Literature,
University of Zagreb
• B.A. in Croatian Language and
Literature, University of Rijeka

• Assistant Professor of History
• Affiliated Scholar, Centre of
South Asian Studies, University
of Cambridge
• Ph.D. in History, University of
London
• M.A. in Cultural History,
University of London
• B.A. in History, University of
York

• Assistant Professor of Asian
Studies
• Ph.D. in East Asian Languages
and Civilizations, University of
Chicago
• M.A. in History, City College of
the City University of New York
• B.A. in Asian Studies and
History, City College of the City
University of New York

• Assistant Professor of Life
Science and Biotechnology,
College of Life Science and
Biotechnology, Yonsei University
• Postdoctoral Fellow, UC
Berkeley
• Ph.D. in Molecular Genetics
and Cell Biology, University of
Chicago
• B.S. in Zoology, UC Davis

• Associate Professor of Atlantic
and Global History
• Ph.D. in History, Johns Hopkins
University
• M.A. in History, Johns Hopkins
University
• B.A. in History, University of
Oxford
• B.A. in History, University of
Oxford
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UIC Faculty
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Kelly S. Walsh

Robert Beachy

Bradford C. Bow

Stefano Ercolino

Chihmao Hsieh

Martin Wagner

Alvin Ka Him Wong

Jennie Han

• Assistant Professor of World
Literature
• Ph.D. in Comparative Literature,
University of Washington
• M.A. in Comparative Literature,
University of Washington
• B.A. in English Literature,
History, Willamette University

• Associate

Professor of History
• Ph.D. in History, University of
Chicago
• M.A. in History, University of
Chicago
• B.A. in History, Earlham College

• Assistant Professor of History
• Ph.D. in History, University of
Edinburgh
• M.A. in History, University of
Strathclyde
• B.A. in History, Central Michigan
University
• B.A. in History, Texas A&M
University

• Assistant Professor of Literature
• Ph.D. in Comparative Literature,
University of L'Aquila
• M.A. in Comparative Literature,
University of L'Aquila
• B.A. in Comparative Literature,
University of L'Aquila

• Associate Professor of Creative
Technology Management
• Ph.D. in Strategy, Washington
U. St. Louis
• M.S.in Indus English, University
of Michigan
• B.S. in Mech English, University
of Michigan

• Assistant Professor of Literature
• Ph.D. in German Language and
Literature, Yale University
• M.A. in German Language and
Literature, Yale University
• B.A. in German Language and
Literature, University of Vienna

• Assistant Professor of Asian
Studies
• Ph.D. in Literature, University of
California, San Diego
• M.A. in Literature, University of
California, San Diego
• B.A. in English, Women's
Studies, University of California,
Davis

• Assistant Professor of Justice
and Civil Leadership
• Ph.D. in Political Science,
University of Chicago
• J.D. Yale Law School
• M.Phil. International Relations,
Oxford University
• B.A./M.A. in Political Science,
Yale University
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UIC Faculty

Academic Advisors

Philip S. Cho

Seungpyo Hong

Younah Kang

•	Assistant Professor of History
• Ph.D. in History and Sociology
of Science, University of
Pennsylvania
• M.A. in History and Sociology
of Science, University of
Pennsylvania
• B.S. in Brain and Cognitive
Science, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

• Associate Professor of Nano
Science and Engineering and
Bio-Convergence
• Ph.D. in Macromolecular
Science and Engineering,
University of Michigan
• M.S. Polymer Engineering,
Hanyang University
• B.S. in Fiber and Polymer
Engineering, Hanyang
University

• Assistant Professor of
Information and Interaction
Design
• Ph.D. in Human-Centered
Computing, Georgia Institute of
Technology
• Certificate in Management of
Technology, Georgia Institute of
Technology
• M.S. in Information, University
of Michigan
• B.S. in Industrial Design, 2003,
Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology(KAIST)
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Hyunsang Kim

Mihyun Kim

Sol-A Yu

• Academic Advisor
• M.A. in Media Studies and
Management, the New School
for Social Research
• B.A. in Media Studies, the City
University of New York

• Academic Advisor
• Ph.D. in Educational
Measurement and Statistics,
Yonsei University
• Ph.D. Candidate in Research,
Evaluation, Measurement &
Statistics, University of Georgia.
• Ed.M. in Educational Media &
Technology, Boston University
• B.A. in Food, Science &
Technology, Seoul Women's
University

• Academic Advisor
• Ph.D. in Curriculum and Teacher
Education, Ewha Woman's
University
• M.A. in Curriculum, Ewha
Woman's University
• B.A. in Education , Ewha
Woman's University
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Shinhan
Distinguished Visiting Faculty
Berkowitz, Peter (2007)
•A
 ssociate Professor, School of Law, George Mason
University
• Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution
• J.D., Yale University

Brady, David (2006, 2008, 2009)

Jay, Martin E. (2013)

Johnston, Donald J. (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009)

•P
 rofessor, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University

•	Professor, Department of History, University of California

•	Secretary-General of the OECD, 1996 - 2006

• Deputy Director and Davies Family Senior Fellow, Hoover
Institution

Berkeley

• A member of Parliament, 1978 - 1988

• Ph.D., Harvard University

• B.C..L., McGill University

Lee, Chang-Rae (2007,2008, 2013, 2014,
2015)

Levite, Ariel (2011)

• Ph.D, University of Iowa

• Ph.D., Yale University

Gallagher, Catherine (2013)

Graham Priest (2015)

•P
 rofessor Emerita, Department of English, University of

•	Distinguished Professor, Graduate Center, City University of

California, Berkeley
• F ormer Ida May and William J. Eggers, Jr., Chair in English

New York
•	Ph. D. Mathematics, London School of Economics, London
University

• Nonresident

Senior Associate, Carnegie Endowment for
• Professor

and Acting Director, Lewis Center for the Arts,
Princeton University
• Guggenheim

Foundation Fellow, 2000 - 2001

International Peace
• Deputy

Director General for Policy, Israeli Atomic Energy
Commission (2002-2007)

• M.F.A., University of Oregon

• Ph.D.,

Cornell University

Iwabuchi, Koichi (2006)

Jacobsohn, Gary (2008)

Masson, Robert T. (2010)

Noble, Denis (2009)

•	Professor, School of International Liberal Studies, Waseda

•P
 rofessor Department of Government, The College of

•	Professor, Department of Economics, Cornell University

•	Professor, Department of Physiology, Anatomy & Genetics,

University
• Ph.D., University of Sidney

Liberal Arts, University of Texas at Austin

• Ph.D.,

University of California, Berkeley

University of Oxford

• Ph.D., Cornell University

• Director

of Computational Physiology, University of Oxford

• M.A., Cornell University

•	President, International Union of Physiological Sciences
• Ph.D.,

University College London
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Pomeranz, Kenneth (2014)

Rabaté, Jean-Michel (2014)

•U
 niversity Professor in History and the College, University

•P
 rofessor of English and Comparative Literature, University

of Chicago

of Pennsylvania

Laney
Distinguished Visiting Faculty

•P
 h.D. in History, Yale University

•P
 h.D. summa cum laude, Sorbonne Paris-VIII

Roland Greene (2015)

Rudolph, Susanne Hoeber (2007)

Lee, Tae Sik (2014, 2015)

•	Mark Pigott KBE Professor in the School of Humanities and

•	Professor Emeritus, Department of Political Science,

•K
 orean Ambassador to the United States, 2005~2009

Sciences, Stanford University
•	Professor of English and Comparative Literature, Stanford
University

University of Chicago
•	President, American Political Science Association (2003 2004)

•	Ph. D. English and American Literature, Princeton University

•	Ph.D., Harvard University/RadcliffCollege

Sakai, Naoki (2006)

Scholte, Suzanne K. (2009,2010)

•P
 rofessor, Department of Asian Studies, Cornell University

•P
 resident, Defense Forum Foundation

•P
 rofessor, Department of Comparative Studies, Cornell

•C
 hairman, North Korea Freedom Foundation

University
•P
 h.D., University of Chicago

•M
 .A., School of Advanced International Studies, Johns
Hopkins University
•B
 .A. in International Relations, Seoul National University

• S eoul Peace Prize (2008)
•W
 alter Judd Freedom Award (2010)
•B
 .A. College of William and Mary

Wright, James (2010)

Wüthrich, Kurt (2006, 2007, 2008)

•P
 resident Emeritus, Dartmouth College

•P
 rofessor of Structural Biology, The Scripps Research

•P
 rofessor, Department of History, Dartmouth College
•P
 h.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison

Institute
•P
 rofessor of Biophysics, ETH Zurich
•N
 obel Prize in Chemisty (2002)
•P
 h.D., University of Basel, Switzerland
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UIC Faculty &
Students

F

rom the beginning, I was always passionate about Biology and
Biotechnology. Unfortunately, biotechnological programs in my home

country, Indonesia, are relatively new and not many universities are offering
that major. One of my seniors introduced me to UIC in Seoul, Korea. After
three and a half years at UIC, I am glad that I made the decision to come,
and also my attitude towards UIC has completely changed; my initial
skepticism has been proven totally wrong, and I feel that UIC is much

greater than I could have ever anticipated! For me, UIC has been more than

>>How my experience at UIC changed me.

supportive by creating lots of undergraduate research opportunities and UIC
exchange programs.

ANTHONY
KUSNADI

I believe that those two things will help me to become an adept researcher
and scientist.

INDONESIA
LSBT MAJOR

I

T

decided to come to UIC simply because UIC as a whole is such a
wonderful mixture. The more you learn about it the more you can see

things blending perfectly. I like to call UIC a “Korean, multicultural, English-

universities in Korea that offer all-English programs, and UIC is one of the

speaking community”—and I love the “feel” of it. It’s as though, in being a

DUONG NGUYEN
HOAI PHUONG
VIETNAM
CLC MAJOR
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he very fact that an all-English liberal arts college, UIC, is within a Korean
university is interesting. If I am not mistaken, there are not very many

few that does. Furthermore, it is a relatively new college, and hence the

part of UIC, I can experience all of my favorite things: Korean culture, liberal

multinational experiences that the college can offer are quite interesting.

arts education, friends from all over the globe, not to mention classes with

UIC is the college of my choice because, once accepted, I could come to

world-class professors and benefits from the renowned Yonsei University.

truly experience a unique mix of cultures first-hand, rather than simply

Just as all of these things find their way to come together as one,

experiencing different cultures in incomplete, pop cultural terms. Martin

I feel the urge to embrace and enrich this exotic potpourri. My intended

Luther King Jr. once said, “I have a dream.” Well, I also have a dream that

major is Comparative Literature and Culture (CLC). After four years, I hope

one day I will be able to pass the CFA exam and get to be a financial analyst.

to become a cultural activist, promoting my own country’s culture as well
as other Asian cultures on a larger scale, which I am already practicing right
now in UIC!

AUNYAWEE
SAHACHALERMPHAT
THAILAND
ECON MAJOR
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L

B

SOEREN MAERKI
SWITZERLAND
ECON MAJOR

efore coming to UIC, I was enrolled in university in Berlin,
Germany, where I was majoring in Economics and East Asian
studies. The faculty head of the East Asian Studies department at my
former university, however, recommended UIC because of its unique
setting in East Asia and because UIC combines the opportunities
of cultural and regional studies coupled with first-hand living
experiences, while offering a variety of liberal arts degrees with
all courses taught exclusively in English. UIC caters to a culturallydiverse student body which further enriches the college experience.
Compared to major European universities, where an atmosphere of
anonymity reigns, classes are very small and the instructors know
all their students by name. Lower classmen are regularly networking
with their upper classmen.

PROFESSOR
JON SODERHOLM
LIFE SCIENCE AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY

U

PROFESSOR
PAUL D. TONKS
ATLANTIC AND
GLOBAL HISTORY
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IC is a very young institution, but one that builds upon a rich
tradition: the Liberal Arts pedagogical heritage. It has the
enormous advantage also of being nurtured by Yonsei University,
whose place and stature in the development of Korean higher
education is well known and is now being increasingly recognized
internationally. Its curriculum is thus both innovative, particularly
in terms of its pioneering position as a small Liberal Arts College in
Korea and North-East Asia, and also flexible and adaptive. Education,
in my view, is a dynamic process of learning, for students, faculty,
and indeed institutions. UIC offers us, students and faculty, the
ability to shape our own future in a way that would not be true of
other educational institutions. I believe, though, that students, faculty,
and administrators are equipped with the skills and determination to
fulfill our shared vision of a very bright future for UIC.

iving in Seoul and working at UIC makes for a unique, rewarding
and stimulating experience. Most importantly, at UIC, we have
the opportunity to teach some of the world’s brightest students in
the intellectually charged setting of Yonsei. The inquisitiveness and
sophistication of the students makes life in the classroom interesting
and dynamic. They have much to offer, and I learn something new
from them every day. The learning extends beyond the classroom
as well, as Korea provides unending educational opportunities. An
ordinary trip to a local restaurant, grocery store, or movie theater
almost always provides exposure to new cultural experiences. Being
immersed in the Korean culture and language makes day-to-day life
exciting and enlightening.

U

PROFESSOR
KELLY WALSH

IC combines an intimate, stimulating, and culturally diverse
learning environment with all the resources of a major research
university. In the best tradition of the liberal arts, our students are
given the intellectual freedom to investigate, through various modes
of inquiry, the great cultural artifacts of East and West, as well as
the complexities of the contemporary world that they will come to
shape. UIC’s rigorous curriculum challenges students to critically—
and creatively—interrogate preconceived notions and beliefs, while
sharing ideas and remaining open to multiple points of view. Our
ultimate goal is to forge enlightened global citizens, ones who can
meet the challenges of the twenty-first century with intelligence,
imagination, and empathy.

WORLD LITERATURE
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How to Apply

Admission’s Information
Every year Underwood International College (UIC) brings together about 350 students from around
the world to take advantage of its innovative programs. The admissions process is designed to

UIC encourages students to apply now.
About 350 students from around the world
take advantage of its innovative programs.

accommodate different educational systems and to support equality of opportunity. An admissions
committee reviews applications and comprehensively evaluates each prospective student. While
admission to UIC is competitive, UIC looks beyond the numbers and seeks applicants with global
mindsets, strong academic aspirations, and a spirit of dedication to community. UIC looks forward
to your application! International students are admitted on a rolling basis, while Korean applicants
are admitted according to an annual admissions schedule. Korean and Overseas Korean students are
advised to refer to the website of the Office of Admissions for more detailed information
(http://admission.yonsei.ac.kr/seoul).

International Students

Korean Students:
Early Admission

Eligibility

Foreign students whose parents are
both foreign nationals

(Expected) High school
graduates

Please check the admissions website

Application
Deadline

August: Spring entry
December: Spring or Fall entry
April: Fall entry

September:
Spring entry

July: Spring entry

Application
Download

UIC website
(http://uic.yonsei.ac.kr)

Office of Admissions website
(http://admission.yonsei.ac.kr/seoul)

Contact

UIC Office
(uicadm@yonsei.ac.kr)
82-2-2123-3923

Office of Admissions
(ysadms@yonsei.ac.kr) 82-2-2123-4131

Evaluation
Process
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Overseas Korean Students

Admission
Track

More than 3 years

1st Stage: Document Review
2nd Stage: Interview

12 years abroad

July: Spring entry
May: Fall entry

Document Review
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Tuition & Financial Aid
At UIC, we are sensitive to the financial difficulties and restraints of
prospective students’ families may have.
We strive to support education at UIC by offering a variety of scholarship
programs to promising applicants who demonstrate a need.
UIC tuition is set at a very competitive rate, making it much more affordable
than a comparable private university in the United States.
* Please refer to http://uic.yonsei.ac.kr for current 2015 tuition & fees information.

Percentage of international students on scholarship 40%
(as of March 2015)

Scholarship Programs
Admissions Scholarship

Need-based Scholarship

A. Qualification:
Newly-admitted international students
B. Types:
full or half-tuition for 4 years
C. How to apply
International students applying for UIC will
automatically be considered as scholarship candidates.
Scholarship recipients are selected from admitted
applicants according to their academic credentials.
A scholarship offer will be enclosed in the admission
packet and sent to the recipients individually.

A. Qualification:
Currently-enrolled UIC students
B. Types:
full, half, or one-third tuition per semester
C. How to apply
Need-based scholarship will be announced at the
end of each semester for students in need of financial
aid. Applicants must submit an application form and
required documents, which will be reviewed by the
scholarship committee. If necessary, applicants will be
called in for an individual interview.

Merit-based Scholarship
A. Qualification:
Currently-enrolled UIC students
B. Types:
full, half, or one third-tuition per semester
C. How to apply
Students with GPAs in the top 10% - 15% each
semester will automatically be considered for meritbased scholarship in the following semester.
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Other Scholarship Opportunities
There are various scholarship programs, which are
not offered on a regular basis but may be available
in any given semester or academic year. When such
opportunities arise, the UIC office will announce them
to all eligible UIC students.
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Sinchon
Campus
Map
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Yonsei International
Campus Map
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Christine Hall(Chapel)

Tennis Court B

Libertas Hall A

Underwood Memorial Library

Libertas Hall B

Veritas Hall A

Maintenance Center

Veritas Hall B

Pilot Project of Sustainable Housing

Veritas Hall C

POSCO Green Building

Veritas Hall D

Soccer Field

Vision Hall

Songdo Dormitory A, B, C

Wisdom Hall A

Songdo Dormitory D, E, F

Wisdom Hall B

Tennis Court A

YIC Memorial Hall

http://uic.yonsei.ac.kr

Scan this QR code to link to our website

Sinchon Campus : Underwood International College, Yonsei University, 50 Yonsei-ro, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul, Korea(120-749)
Phone : 82-2-2123-3923~6

Fax : 82-2-2123-8651

Email : uic@yonsei.ac.kr

International Campus : Underwood International College, Yonsei University, 85 Songdogwahak-ro, Yeonsu-gu, Incheon,
Korea(406-840)

Phone : 82-32-749-3007~9

Email : uic@yonsei.ac.kr

